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Curses
Bullet for My Valentine

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             CURSES - Bullet For My Valentine
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuning:Standard (E A D G B E)

Chords used: Cm Csus2 B5 Bb Gm G5 Ab

Hey guys I don t think this is 100% but I tried my best, the Gm and Bb can
probably be
interchangeable but this is the way I think it sounds best. The bridge is
probably wrong
and outro isn t exact but again I tried my best...hope this helps for people who
want to 
play this song on acoustic!

Intro (harder way, let all notes ring):
E|--------|------|3~3~3~3~~-|3~3~3~3/4---------------------------------|
B|--------|------|3~3~3~3h4-|3~3~3~3/4---------------------------------|
G|o-----8-|7/8~-o|5~5~5~5~~-|3~3~3~3/5---------------------------------|
D|--------|------|5~5~5~5~~-|5~5~5~5/6---------------------------------|
A|o---6---|-----o|3~3~3~3~~-|5~5~5~5/6---------------------------------|
E|--4-----|------|----------|3~3~3~3/4---------------------------------|
     ^4x             ^2x

Intro (simple way): G# G# Cm Gm

Ab
We ve waited far to long to, watch it all crash and fall through,
Cm                                      Bb
So when you feel like shit you ve gotta keep on pushin,
Ab
If you saw the world through my eyes, then you wouldn t feel so high rise,
Cm                                     Gm                Ab
Its time to take a chance you ve gotta sit back and hold tight.

       Cm                              Gm
Theres forces working in our heads but we don t understand them,
Bb                      Ab      Bb
I need a map to find my way out all the time,
       Cm                              Gm
Theres curses lurking in our heads but we don t want to find it,
Bb                            Ab                Cm   Csus2 Cm Gm
We need to come back down and face what we ve become.

Cm
We ve become!!!



Ab                                  Cm
The more I think the more I wish I d pushed stop then hit rewind,
Bb                                   Gm               Ab
What I would give to have a day back then when no one really cares,
Ab                            Cm
I remember when we all used to kick back,and take days off school,
Bb                             Gm                             Ab
So many times I ve smiled many times I cried but never did we try,

Ab           Cm
Never did we try, because...

       Ab                    Cm                 Bb
Theres forces working in our heads but we don t understand them,
Ab                      Cm      Bb
I need a map to find my,way out all the time,
       Ab                    Cm                 Bb
Theres curses lurking in our heads but we don t want to find it,
Ab                            Cm        Gm      Cm
We need to come back down and face what we ve become.

Csus2         B5   G5 Cm Csus2
Its haunting me!         Im so alone,
B5                            Cm        Csus2
Im just trying to find my way back home,
      G5     Cm
Im so alone, alone.

       Ab                    Cm                 Bb
Theres forces working in our heads but we don t understand them,
Ab                      Cm      Bb
I need a map to find my way out all the time,
       Ab                    Cm                 Bb
Theres curses lurking in our heads but we don t want to find it,
Ab                            Cm        Gm      Cm
We need to come back down and face what we ve become. NO!

Outro: Cm Csus2 Bb (slide to)> Cm Ab Cm Csus2 Gm Cm Csus2 Cm

                                  ^Ab Replaces the rad pinch harmonic


